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4INTRODUCTION
ST/.TELOOT
Before taking up the subject proper I v/ish to call attention
to the scope and general treatment of lay subject. This stud:, of
Vergil is confined to the /eneid and the Eclogues. The treatment
might have been made more complete had I included also the omitte'
infinitive which in itself would be an interesting subject to fol-
low.
No language can be studied to the best e/Jvantage by itself,
Thei-e are man> points in it that are so closely related to cognate
lajiguages that they can not be fully understood without taking in-
to consideration the history of these related languages. This be-
ing the case I do not feel tlicit it is a digression to look briefly
at the infinitive in lajiguages other trian Latin,
THE VERB
verb is a word that denotes action, condition, or existence.
It is usually that word which forms the nucleus cround which is
gathered that which is stated of tlie subject. The verb is the
most important word of the sentence. The VI<:KB is THE WORD of the
sentence. That if was so felt may be seen from its derivation for
it comes from the Latin word "verbum" which means "word". For my
purposes it is best to divide tlie verb into finite and infinitive.
When the verb is in the indicative, subjunctive, or imperative
mood it is called finite because it is fully limited in its voice,

person, number end. tense. When not fully limited in these res ^ects
it is called infinitive.
THE INFINITIVE
The infinitive is an abstract verbal noun. It gives us the
verb in its most unlimited force. It has some marks that make it
a noun, others that meke it a verb, /s a verb it has voice, tense
takes the construction of the finite verb, and the adverb modifier.
As a noun it has case and takes the adjective modifier. In gender
it is alvrays neuter. /_s a verb it is usually subordinate, being
governed b> some other important word to which it adds a further
thought wiiile it itself serves as a nucleus around which a depend-
ent clause is built.
IN ENGLISH
The most common form of the infinitive in English is its use
with the preposition "to". In fact, we are so accustomed to the
presence of this little word that we seem to forget that we often
make use of an infinitive v/here there sre no traces of this word
end where, if dt were found, something would seem wrong. V^ith the
following words we regularly omit the preposition "to": bid, feel,
dare, do, liave, hear, let, meke, need, see, may, can, will, shall,
mu s t
.
In the early stages of our language the infinitive was de-
clined as were the other nouns, only its declension was not so com-
plete. The infinitive ended in "aji" and to this ending was added
"ne" which put the infinitive into the dative case and expressed

6purpose. Thus "to v;rite" was "v/ritan" and in the dative it became
"writanne". Before this form they also placed the preposition "to"
and so had "to writanne". Later the "an" weakened to "cn" and the
"ne" to "e". By this weakening and cutting off process they final-
ly came to the form of the infinitive that we use most.
The "to" had been placed before this dative form so long that
it was looked upon as an essential part of the infinitive and so
was allowed to stand with it. But as the preposition became fixed
to the infinitive it was thought necessary to place before the "to"
i
another v/ord to express purpose. In this way they formed the hat-
I
it of using expressions such as, "V/hat went ye out for to see ? "
We must not forget that the fundamental idea of our infinitive is
purpose sjid that this purpose was formerly expressed by using the
dative case. Then too, bear in mind that our infinitive represents
both the original infinitive and the gerund which our grammarians
have been all too long in recognizing.
IN SANSCRIT
In the Indo-European languages the infinitive is a stereotyp-
ed form that comes largely from the dative ojid locative cases. In
his Homeric Grammar Monro says: "The Infinitives of the oldest
Sanscrit hardly form a distinct group of words^ they are abstract
Nouns of various formation, used in several different cases, and
would hardly have been classed apart from other Case-forms if they
had not been recognized as the i)recursors of the later more devel-
bped Infinitive," From this it will be seen that it is the later

7development of the infinitive that has msde its early history im-
portemt and thet if it had not been for the later use of the in-
finitive it would hr.ve been treated as any other noun,
IN GPxEEK
In Greek the noun-use of the infinitive is very marked. It
is found both with the article and without the article. V/ith the
article it is found in all ca.ses but only in the neuter gender and
singular number. Its very frequent occurrence v/ith the article
enables one to see clearly hov/ the Greek viewed this form of the
verb. But this articular infinitive is not found in Homer accord-
ing to the views of the best scholars. This, however, is to be re-
counted for by the fact that Homer does not use the the Attic arti-
cle in its ordinary sense bu ' in its demonstrative use.
In early Greek there was not only the dative case but also the
locative and instrumental. These three cases were finally blended
into the dative so that it assumed a broad scope. The Greek infin-
itive comes from these three cases. This dative-nnfinitive, ifl
may so call it, was used in connection with another verb to point
out the action TO which the governing verb was directed or FOR
which it was used, A very coirmon use of the dative is to express
purpose and from this it may be seen why the Greeks found the in-
finitive such a ready form with which to convey that idea,
IN LATIN
The Latin infinitive is a noun that denotes the action of the
verb in the abstract. But because it has tense, governs the same

case a£ t]»e finite verb, ir> limited to certcin constructions and
usually has the sdvcrb modifier it is best +o consider it as a part
of the verb. It is the remains of a noun that was found in the
dative and locative cases, and was primarily used to express pur-
I)Ose, Latin has the follov/ing v/ays of expressing purpose with
forms that are verbs or have to do with verb forms; 1, The Sub-
junctive, 2, The Gerund, 3. The Gerundive, 4, The Puture
Participle. 6, The Supine, 6, The Infinitive,
That the infinitive should express puri^ose we are ready to be-
lieve as soon as we are told that it comes from an old use of the
dative that had for its primary object the expression of purpose.
That it should still have with it marks that point to this early
dative use v/e would aJLso expect. There are, however, two statements
in our Latin Grammars that at once set us to thinking, /.nd they
are these: "The infinitive does not express imrpose" and "The in-
finitive is used only in the nominative and accusative cases".
Rut there are instances in whicli the infinitive does not confine
itself to these two cases. However, the fact that it is indeclin-
able and that there is no definite article in Latin as there is in
Greek makes it more difficult to show these uses as clearly as
could otherwise be done,
POETIC USE
The Grammarian helps us out on these points, hov/ever, by tell-
ing us that there are some uses of the infinitive that are purely
poetic. Some of these so called poetic uses are poetic and some

may not be. Some of them ere doubtless due to a conscious or an
unconscious imitation of the Greek lanf^ue^c. To it Latin is close-
ly related r;nd the Greek poets time end a,gain v/ere the models to
which the Latin poets looked for help and guidance. Others are due
to en imitation of the earlier use of the Latin infinitive. And.
others, again, were no doubt due to the fact that the Latin lan-
guage, like all other languages a?, long as they are spoken ajid
v/ritten, was undergoing a continual change. Some of this change
will be in tlie nature of a growth and some in the nature of a (ie-
cay.
A living language is always broader than one vfould judge it
to be from a study of its Grammar, V/hy may not a deed language
be broader then the Grammar to v/hich we force it to confom ?
The poet ana his syntax must be a part of the people end the syn-
tex of the people for v/hom he v/rites. If a poet to day were to
write in such a style that his use of words were entirely different
from that of the people for whom he writes, how many would read
his works ? To us Latin is a dead language but to the Roman it
was very much alive. Hedged in, as it is to day b: endless rules,
the young student who begins its study is led to believe that the
Roman must have had a hard time of it to remember all the rules by
Y/hich he was to talk. The only wonder is that so many have the
courage to begin the study of this language.
Editors of the Latin poets find it necessary to ce21 special
attention to poetic constructions, Among these si^ecial construe-
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'i tions to which they call attention is the use of the infinitive.
Before me is a recent edition of Vergil, In treating the infini-
tive the author says the following: "The con^^lementary infinitive
often virtually expresses purpose. " "The coinlementar^ infinitive
is often virtually the direct cbo'ect of the verb on which it de.
pends.* The infinitive is often virtually an ablative of speci-
fication with the participle end the adjective. " /gain after dis-
cussing the infinitive with nouns the seme author says, "Prose
writers would hove used the genitive with the gerund instead of
the infinitive, " Note well the two words "often" and "virtually".
j
They are suggestive. I am confident thct this prrticular edition
will be more helpful to the student of Vergil in acquiring r clear
understanding of the infinitive then most of the ordinary Grammcrs.
It is a serious mistake to read a poet through prose glasses.
I see no reson why the student should not learn that this is the
not
I
poet's way of writing and thct in writing thus he is guilty of vi-
olating ony principles of the Latin language. That language was
broad enough end flexible enough to allow not only the historian,
the philosoiJhcr, the orator to express his thoughts, but also
the poet. If in all respects the poet should write as the prose
writer he v/ould cease to be a poet, the prose writer should
not be asked to conform to the usage of tlie poet, so it is unjust
to ask the poet to conform to the usa':'e of the prose writer. Each
interprets onri uses the longuege as he feels is consistent with
the usage of those who know it best.
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THE INFINITIVE IN VERGIL
Turning now from these more general statements we are ready
i to begin the study of Vergil's use of the infinitive. The text
j
from v/hich I quote is thct of Ribbeck, V/hen merely numbers are
given th'. reference is to the /eneil, When the reference is to the
Eclogues it v/ill be so stated. It seems impossible to find an out-
line for the infinitive thc:t is consistent with itself in cll re-
spects. But OS one must have one, even if not consistent, I have
I
seen fit to disscuss it in the following manner. Having given a
,^
complete outline of my subject on pages one to three I deem it un-
ij
necessary to repeat it here. The infinitive falls into two gener-
cl classes which are, 1, The independent infinitive, 2, The de- (j
pendent infinitive.
^
THE IiroE^ENDElNT INFINITIVE '!
^ The independent infinitive has these two divisions: 1 , Ex-
clamatory, 2. Historical.
I To call any infinitive independent is, I well know, open to
criticism. For in the earlier stcges of the language they did, no
doubt, depend on some other verb. But I am discussing the infini-
tive es Vergil used it end not as it once had been. To all appear-
|
ances those early constructions that led to these two infinitives
had teen completely lost to the Roman mind. Just c.s we daily make
use of constructions that are out of the ordinary without thinking
of their origin so the Roman found himself using his own language.
We reject, "It is me", because "me" is objective. We always
,
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sey, "You ere the men", forgetting thct once "you" was only used
cs an objective plural. "You"had tq fight its way into our lan-
es
guage for its present position 3'ust^"me" is now doing. On the
ground that the Roman mind did not go through the psychological
process of supplying the verb, or even of thinking of it, I feel
justified in making this classification.
THE FXCL/.I^1/T0RY INPINITIVE
When Cicero said, "0 fortunatam rem publicam", he expressed
without a verb that v/hich at one time required a verb. In time of
excitement to gain force we drop all but that which is essential.
This it was that gave rise to the accusative of exclamation in
Latin. The Romans also had a use of the infinitive that had a
similar history. Vergil nowhere uses a verb on which the infini-
tive of exclamation depends but he furnishes the two points that
suggest the once present finite verb. He has the subject in the
accusative case and in three of the five times that he uses this
infinitive he has the enclitic "ne". The enclitic undoubtedly has
passed over from the omitted verb.
The first instance of this infinitive is in 1, 37 - 38,
idene incepto desist ere vie tarn
nec posse Italia Teucrorum avertere regem ?
Here the infinitive expresses scorn. In 11, ^69 gives another
case where scorn is the thought brought out. But let me call c t-
tention to the fact that Wagner and Ribbeck have so changed the
order of the lines in this passage that they make the infinitive

IT'S
"invidisse" depend of "refersin" in line 264. For this change,
however, there is said to be no manuscript authority. Since the
passage is perfectly clear as it stands there seems to be no rea-
son why this should not pass as an exclamatory infinitive.
The other sentences in which this infinitive is found seem to
express a lainent. Here is 1, ^7 - 98.
Mcne Iliacis occumbere csmpis
non potuisse tuaque animam hanc effundere dextra.
It will be proper to note that the exclamatory infinitive "potu-
isse" is followed by two infinitives so that there ere really six
instead of five infinitives of exclamation. The other passage is
found in 5. 015-616.
Heu tot Vt'da fessis
et tan turn superesse maris, vox omnibus una.
This iiassage is also to noted as the only one of this clcss that
is used as the subject of a verb - "eot" is ^o supplied - and "vox"
is in the predicate.
The exclamatory infinitive did not have a strong hold on cur
luthor,
THE HISTORIC/X INFINITIVE
The subject of the infinitive is alwcys in the accusative
case except with the historical infinitive. The historical is the
infinitive used in rapid narration, with the nominative case as
subject, to represent an indicative
,
usually of past time. This
time is usually the imperfect in Latin

Lane calls it the infinitive of intimation because it merely inti-
; mates the act without defining definitely the time, the number, or
the person.
The origin of this infinitive has never been satisfactorily
;
explained, / common theory is that it depends on some verb that
has been dropped. This is the explanation that Quintilian gave of
i it. He says in book IX, 3, 5S, /t per detractionem fiunt figurae
brevitas novitatisque maxime gratia petuntur, - - - cum subtractum
verbum aliquod fatis ex ceteris intellegitur, "stupere gaudio Grae-
cus", Simul enim auditur "coepit". Now that was well enough for
the rhetorician who was seeking for an explanation but we have to
do with the language as the poet and the people used it. It does
not seem reasonable to me that Vergil had this or any other word
in mind when he made use of this infinitive. Rather do I think
that he found the construction in use and, without troubling him-
self about its origin, he brought it forward whenev er he found
that it answered his purposes.
It is often a question whether the infinitive depends on a
substaaitive or verb, or whether it is used independently. In this
as in many other instances each one must be his own judge, Which-
ever way he decides he will find some one to sanction his conclu-
sion,
I find that Vergil has not used the historical infinitive in
his eclogues. In the Aeneid he uses it 59 times. Two of these
are found in 2, 775,
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Tum sic aclfari et cures his dernere dictis.
Ribbeck rejects this line but since other editors print it without
colling attention to any reason for rejecting it I include it in
my list. This is the only passage in which the subject is not ex-
pressed.
The subject of +his infinitive is n-^ver in the second person.
It is rlv/ays in the third person except in the following passages
where it is in the first plurel. In J^.. '^*^8n - f)H(^^ we have,
Nospavidi trepidare metu crinemque fi cgren tern
excutere et sanctos restingucre fontibus ignis,
/nd in 1^5. ^iHG - n we hrve,
Nos ijrocul inde fugam t rep idi . celcrcre rocepto
supplice sic merito tacitique incidere funem.
Vergil prefers the active to the passive infinitive using
the former about eight times as often as the latter. In about half
of the passages he recedes or follows it by the present tense so
that he hardly berrscut the statement that this infinitive is
found chiefly with a historical tense. It times he has an indic-
ative in the Scine sentence. Only in 11. "^22 does he have i* in
a relative sentence and even then the relative is in the ablative
case. The expression is, "quicum partiri curas". The relative
is an f^ld aloLative feminine. In one out of six cases he has only
one infinitive. He ;) refers writing two and three of them together.
Only once does he pass be vend three and there he sets the limit at
four. This is in 11. 789 - 7)^..

in
Turnus psulatirn excedere pugna
et fluvium petere ac partem quae cingitur unda;
acrius hoc Teucri clamore incumbere rnsgno
et glome rare manum.
There are, however, other infinitives thct may be regerded
historicel by some. / few of these wo will now notice briefly. In
1. 423-425 v;e have,
Instant ardentes Tyrii, pors dncere muros
molirique arcem ct minibus subvolverc saxa,
pars sptare locum tecto et concludere sulco.
It is simply a question as to v/hether these infinitives depend on
"instant" or not. Now in 2. 027 we hcve "inr.tant eruere", and in
10. 118-119 he sa>s,
Interea Rutuli portis circuu omnibus instant
sternere caede viros ct moenia cingere flammis.
Cicero too follows tiiis verb with the infinitive. In Verr, 2.:^,
59, #136 he writes, Instat Scandilius poscere recuperationes.
With these examples before me I feel like casting my lot with those
who think thet these infinitives are not historiccl but depend on
the verb th&t introduces the passage.
V/hat is to be said about such &n expression cs is found in 6,
49 ? V/ith its setting it runs,
Maiorque videri
nec mortale sonens, edflata est numine qucudo
ism propiore dei.

This does net strike me as historiccl. Rather do I think that e
I!
form of •'esse" is to be supplied and thct this infinitive has the
force of the Latter Supine, ^''ith this explanation the mee-jiing is
the seme as if we had "maio r est visu". There are several simi-
lar passa^^es but cs I have placed them under the cdjective they
will be discussed at thrt place,
I will now give a list of the historical infinitives with
the pieces where each is found. The list is f:rrcnged alphf-betical
ly. This has the oiscdvantage of net giving the books in order
but it shows ct a glsnce whrt v/ords are so used and also v/hother
there was a tendency to repeat the sLme v/ord,
rbscondcre f>, 6«;5;
adfari x. 775,
Dp-p arere
eel erare 3. 666; ), ;v/8.
cl audere 11. 883,
credere 4, 10, '^.8:),
col (. re 4,
confugcre 4>.\
con surge re in. 2)9,
defendier
deniere 775,
cffundere ' >.
det ruder
e
9, 5in,
ex a>niirc '\ 5ry/; 7,
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excedere 789,
excu tere 680,
exurere 141,
ferri 78,
fidere ^. -'578,
fluere 109,
glomerare ^. 792,
impleri R. 210,
incidere 667,
incumbere 791.,
inferre 10. 300,
misceri 12. 217,
mugire <s. 215,
parori 1:52,
partiri 11. 822,
p etere '\ 790,
prodire n. 199,
quaerere 2. 99,
referre 2. 169,
relinqui 216,
restinguere 2. 686,
ruere 689,
saevire 7. 18,
sonare 0. b57,
spargere 2. 98,
- 1
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Sp set, cil 6 ("5 K '-^
servare 10. 288,
spume.re «. 690,
tendere ^, 680, 9, 377,
terrere K 98,
toll ere 699; 6, 492,
trap idcce '.J 685; 5. 4 a;
ulul ere 7. 1^,
veil e 9. 53),
vert ere 4 Jl
,
videri 10. 267; 1 2. 216
voce re 5. 686.
From Miis list it will be seen thet Vergil uses 51 different
verbs in this class of infinitives. Of this number 44 occur only
-
once, six twice, end one three times.
INFII-JITIVF, WITH I^IOUNS
There are in Vergil c number of passages in which he makes
use of the infinitive Joined with c noun. In some cases the infin-
itive is closely joined in thou,?ht with the noun and must have been
a viteiL part of it. In other instajices there is no"-, a very close
relation. That this infinitive e^iperled to Vergil in its noun
force there can be not the lear.t doubt, Thct in eome passages it
was used in the same way as, or as c substitute for the gerund,
there seems to be air|)l e proof from his own writings. Some of these
infinitives mry hcve been used as predicates. I shall discuss them

as follows: 1, /s Gerund, 2, Seme Case r>s I\ioun,
INFINITIVE /S GERUND
The best, wcy ^o discuss this infinitive is to turn directly
to the text and study the exaiiples that the author has loft. In
r.. 1.-J3 - l.-^o I find,
Ouod si tantus amor menti, si tanta cup i do
bis Sty^^ics innerc lacus, bis nigra videre
Tartar?;,- - -.
Does ^}iis mcrn the same as if he had written "cup i do innandi"
and "cupido videndi" ? I think it dnes.' Of course one would not
think of using the gerund construction in anything but short ex-
pressions. Is not tho meaning the seme here as in the construction
found in 10. 840 ?
Tantene me tenuit videndi, nate, voluptas ?
True we have "voluptas" instead of "cupido" but does not the force
of the gexamd seem to be the same as that of the infinitive ? I
think th£t one could easily be substituted for the other,
/gain, when ht says in 5, IH'6 - 184,
Heec laeta extremis spes est accensa duo bus,
Syrgcsto Ivlnesthique, Gyan sui)erare morantem,
does he not seem to have th*. same th^^'Ught in mind as when he writes
y., i;67 ?
Ncc mihi icmpctriam antiquam spe^ ulla videndi.
Notice also the following passages and see h^vi they call
our cttention to the fact that Vergil understood thct one of these
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i: mi^!:ht be used or the other. In 10, 90 - -^l we see,
ii
Quae cc.usf fuit^ consurgerc in orma
Europajnque /isiamque et foedera solvere fur to ?
But in Kcl, 1, '^.6 he puts it thus;
Kt quae tanta fuit Romam causa videndi ?
It seems to me that the most natural wa> of disposing of such uses
of tiie infinitive is to say that tho.v are equal to the gerund in
the genitive case. But it incy not be out of i)lacc to lock a lit-
tle farther.
Turning now to K 1 I find,
Quid di'bitas ? nunc terr.i)us equo s, nunc poscere currus.
The poet hardly meant to reaci "poGcere" as subject of "est", nor
did he think of it as predicate. Neither of these interpretations
seems to bring out the full meaning. Is "tcmtjus est poscere" the
same as"tcm{)us est postuletio"? That can not be, for the thought
is not "The time is the demanding", '^erheps Vergil has left us
something th£t will throw Ijght on his meaning in this line, V/hen
/eneas was planning to leave Carthage he said (4. 2^3 - 294),
Ten^) taturujn aditus et quae mollcssima fandi
te^ipo ra,
jO you know any way of explaining such a construction ^-hat will be
so ex-pressive as tlie "genitive case of the infinitive"? Rut since
the Grammars tell us that the infinitive is used only in the noirt-
inative and accusative cases, I may not say mere than that this
infinitive is used as the equivalent of the gerund and that the

poet uses it by special license.
Notice still further a similar use with "copia". Book 9, 484-
485 reads,
Nec te, sub tenia pericula missum,
adfcri extremum miserae data copic matri ?
The following line found first in 1, ;-)20 and repeated inll. 248
illustrates the parallel use of the gerund.
T'ostquam introgressi et coram data copia fandi.
There is a passage of a doubtful nature found in 11, 324,
sociis dare temp us humcndis
preecipitant curae
This infinitive ma.y depend on the noun, or on the verb, /gain, it
may depend on both. Connington says that the verb is intransitive
and that the infinitive goes with the noun, ""ap ill ion ajid Haigh
say that the verb is transitive and thct the infinitive is equal
to "ut det". I have classed it under the noun although I can have
no serious objection to those who class it othen/ise.
The following is a list of nouns v;itli which the infinitive
seems to have a use that would justify calling it the genitive
case. Many will not agree with the classification here given. The
best that can be done is to consider each case on its own meits.
amor - h. 10, 11; 3. JP,99(2); 12, 282.
causa- in, 90,91.
copia - 9. 483.
cupido - 2, 350; 6, 134 (2).

i^;5
cur?. - 1. 70 4 [2]; 0. 655; 7. 443; 9. 15), 100, 758 { 5r>)
;
11. Eel. S. 89.
fides - ;5. 574,
ficlucir. - 10. J^,77 (2)
,
invidic - 4. .34 ).
ire - - 2. ;)7<'> ( '^,)
.
Inbor - 1. 77; 0. 128 (2).
omen - - 7, 1 7.'^.
pctostas - OTO; 4. 5f)5; 7. 591; 9. 713, 7;59.
scntcntia - 10. 27/).
spes - - 5, 184.
tenpus - 5. r,85; 0. 45; .-). 12; 10. 441, 512.
vir-t.us - 10. 712 12)
.
This list ccntains 16 words, of this number 6 are found with
the infinitive but once. "Curr. " leads in this construction having
10 infinitives depending on it,
SME C/3F. /S NOUN
But there is another class of words thct takes the infinitive
and with this class the infinitive seems to be in the same ca?e cs
the noun. It is either in opposition or in the predicate. These
two I have not distinguished in my classification. It would add
no thin,? to a clear understanding end often there is a difference of
opinion as to which is the subject and v/hich the predicate. It
will be noticed that with mtny of these words the thought is the
same as if c word of saying had been used. Take this common ex-
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pression fcimd in 1, 532 - n'63»
Nunc fame, mine res
Itclism dixisse ducis de nomine gentem.
This viev/er] in one wcy is reclly '^rctio Obliqua. But since
*hG infinitive depends on the noun end not on the verb I prefer to
i class such uses here rather then with seine o^her class. Sometimes
this infinitive is almost equal to the infinitive after l verb of
decreeing. Such a use is seen v/ith "animus" in 5. 60 - nl
,
Omnibus idem animus, scclcra.ta cxcedere terra
1 inqui poll utum ho 'sn i tium c t dare cl a ssi bu s au st ro s.
These infinitives are in apposition with "animus", and yet it is
plainly seen that the thought is ^he same as if the writer had
mcde use of some verb of resell vin.^ or deciding. This use is so
well understood thrJ it v/ill not be necessary to discuss it at
1 ength.
The infinitive with "frmc" is found 17 times, /nd of this
number 12 are in ^he third book. Once the term is "fama occupat",
twice it is "feme volat", 14 times it is "feme est". But let me
say that two of these have the "est" omitted.
V/i^h "fas" it seems best to take the infinitive as subject
and "f; 3" as predicate. I sec thct this is found 18 times and
that the rule is not to omit the form of "esse" that serves as the
verb.
-NefaG" which is found with this construction only three
t ime s cl w a y s omi t s the cop ul a^
I must now look ' t ni - 62.
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Pidens animi ctque in utrumque perc.tus,
seu versore doloc seu certae occumbere morti,
1
Whet governs tlic-ce infinitives ? Do they dej. end on "paro.tus" or
ere thej' in opposition with "utrumque" ? The l&tter seems to bo
the proper interpretation. These infinitives exi)lsin the two
things for which Sinon wos prepared.
Let us look at one more selection. Book '6, 240-*/j'--1.
Invadunt socii et nove proelia temptant,
obscenas pelagi ferro foedare volucres.
Some hold that the infinitive depends on the idea of effort that
is found in the verb. But those who soy thct the infinitive is in
£9:)position v/ith "proelia" seem to me to come much nearer the true
inter]T retation of the sentence, For does not this infinitive tell
us v/hat the nev/ v/arfare v/as ?
The list of nouns that come under this cl&ss is es folov/s:
cniiiius - 3. (50,01; 4, r>39 (2), n40; 10. 715; 11, 7,24,
ars - - 0. 8o2, 853 { 2)
,
fame - 1. 533; 3, 121, 123 (2), 166, 295, 290, 297, 579,
580, 582, 095; 8, 555, 000; 10. 040; 12, 737.
fas - 1. 77, 205- 2. 157, inH (2), 402, 778; 4. 113,
5. 800; 03, 200, 207, 503; 7, 092; 8. 3)7,
502; 12. 27,
fata - 9,139,
ius — 12, 315,
ludus - 9, 000).

cics -- 1. .•530, 337; 7. 730.
nefas - 2, 719; 6. 3^">1; R. IIA,
nuntiuG - 6. 457; 7. 43'> 9. 093 ( '^J ; 11. 449, 450.
opus 10, 408,
pcrc -- 7. 'Ar,c^^
proelia - 3. 241.
sors y.^^-^o (2) ,-^.o7.
sclus - 2, 354.
utnimqup - 'P., G2 {'P.)
,
Vllth e demons trative.- 1. 139; in, 27'^,
INFINITIVE WITH /DJECTIVES
The inrinitive may depend on rn adjective. In Early Latin it
was found v/ith these three adjectives - parati:!S, consuetus
£ind defessus. ^ne con not but be struck v/ith the fact that these
three are adjectives that cajne directly from the perfect participle.
But later write rs did not confine" themselves to these three. Es-
pecially did the poets extend this construction. Ry keeping in
mind the noun use of the infinitive and by remembering how readily
the form lends itself to the meter this does not seem strange.
Then too, if the infinitive was found with three adjectives why
should it not depend on more ?
In some instances the infinitive with an adjective seems ^o
be in the seme case as the adjective, tiiat is, the infinitive
seems to be v pure noun in the nominative or accusative case ond
the adjective in its neuter form modifies it direct. Others seem
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to hcve tlic foi ce of another cc?c end the crljcctive rf^rees with
some other noun end not with the infinitive. Especially do the
i genitive, dative and cblative cases suggest themselves v.^ith cer-
tain words.
Home of tjiese uses we will now look ot licre in detcil. In 12,
290 I find,
evidus confunder-e foedus.
V'hf-t mcy be the force of the infinitive here ? V/e know thct this
cdjective is commcniy followed by both the genitive end the dative
cases in Latin prose v;riters. This lacy load ns to ex.ject the in-
finitive in poetry es a substitute for the genitive of the gerund.
In line Vergil has "avidus i)ugnoe" which seems best tskon as
a genitive.
In 9, riLl wc have,
/dsueti longo muro s defendere bello.
"^^s ndjective is found with the infinitive four times. Notice
thet it is one of those adjectives thct come directly from a verb
end that some would rcther place it under the verb class. If the
thougiit is "trained by defending" it would seem to have the abla-
tive force; but if it is "trained to som» thing'' it would seem to
be t: dative use. Turning to 7. 74^5 - 747 I read.
Ho rrida p raecipue cui gens £dcuetaque mul to
venatu nemo rum, duris /equicula glaebis.
The ablative here seems to have the sa^vte force that we might ex-
pect of an infinitive. But when we go to 7, 4^0 we have.

Ille, inrmum p atienu incnGcequc c-dsaetus erili.
Both of tiiese cases are co mino niL y found vn th this adjective. V'ith
I
the ablative wc see the means or sio ecificatien, while with the da-
tive we see the purpose or end. Neither was foreign to the lan-
I
I
gua^^e aiid so tlie infinitive was not felt to be out of place.
We are so accustomed to the frequent use of the infinitive
with adjectives in our own lenpiuage that v/e are ready for cnythin^
in th?..t line inHatin. Co rresi^ondin,^ to our use of the infinitive
with "good" I find a like use in i. cl, o, 1 - 'z^.,
Cui- non, Llospc, boni '.uoniim convenimus f,mbo,
tn calamo - intlare levis, ego dicere versus.
Rut this is the only instance in which lie follows this adjective
with the infinitive.
Turning now to 4, 5^4 I read,
Ilia doles dirumque nefas in p'. ctore versat,
certa mori.
True, the adjective "certus" is tiie same as the participle of
"cerno",o'^ far as I cfn sf=-e Vergil uses it in its adjective sense
rather than in its participiLl meanig, "^erha^js these passages in
v/hich he has placed different constructions close together are
the ones from which the poet's free use of the infinitive may be
best learned. He says in 4, r^r^A - r)5r),
/.eneas cclsa in puppi, iam certus eundi,
carpebat somnos rebus iam rite paratis.
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"his may suggest that the gerund is tiie proper thought that the
[ infinitive is to hrve.
The infinitive v/ith "dignus" seems to have the force of an cb-
lative. In n, 17;5 wg have,
si credere dignum est,
i
!
Eclogue 5 lias two cases of this adjective. The first in line 54.
Ft ip -e fuit cantcre dignus.
The second is in line SO,
----------
- eret ^,unc di:^nus aineri.
There ore several adjectives in tlie coir?)arative degree that
lj
h ave infinitives that con not have any other f^rce than the ablo-
I
tive case. Because the copula is not expressed some mry take these
: as historiccl infinitives but that seems to be ur:callcd for, ""er-
I
haps it v/ould be well to read them here. Book '), 772-77;^ hcs.
Quo non folic ior alter
iungere tela manu ferrumque armarc veneno,
E n G, 49 we find, "mrior videri",
I
And in 10, 458 he says "ire
!
prior Paras". In 6, I'^^^^-lGn I read,
Ouo non praestantior alter
aere ciere viros Martemque accendere cantu.
Notice that each of these adjectives has e noun to modify and so
can not hold the same relation to the infinitive as in those cases
where we have a neuter adjective and no noun for it +o mDdify,
" Maior videri" can not differ mater ially from the supine as found
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in "miserabil e visu", or "tcrrifcilec visu formae" (n. ;-'77),
The double construction &rter "nescius" shows the noun use of
t
the infinitive very well. I quote from 10. 501-50?..
Nescia mens hominum fcti sortisque futurae
et servare morlum, rebus sublata secundis, .
j
C ertainly tiiese two constructions after this arljective must be
ji
!i
the one equal to the other.
The infinitive with "satis" is freely used. In no case is the
I'
copula omitted. In some respects it v^ould seem better to think of
|j
this infinitive as the subject of tlie verb and the aljective es a
,
mere ircdificr the same as if it modified a noun, but in other re-
i
I spects it seems that the adjective has a greater influence over
t
! the infinitive than this. Fhat ic true of "satis" is also true of
i
"nccesse" only it is seldom found in Vergil. Let us look rt 4.
61ii- 613.
Si tangere pcrtus
infcndum ccput ac terris adncre necosse est.
This is the same as if wc had "oportet",
I turn now to a coristruc tion the t is closely related to the
infinitive with adjectives. So closely that I have placed them
with this class. In three of these passages we have a predicate
genitive that seems to make the expression equcl to an adjective ,
In the Ic.st passage wc have a dative case,
B ook 1, 33,
Tantae molis erat Romanain condere gent em.
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Book 1. 000-601.
Gretes pcrsclvere ."ii'mss
non opis est nostrae,
i-'cl. 108.
Non nostrum inter vos tantas conponere litis.
Book 0. 775-776.
Cui ccrmina zeiipcr
et cither€3ie cordi nurnerocque intendere nervis.
These sentences stand midwcy between tiie infinitive v/ith cii adjec-
tive end the infinitive with a form of "sum" meaning "it is pos-
sible", Vergil uses )x»th sijaringly.
Here follows c list of the adjectives that tcke the infin-
itive.
adsuetus - 7. 807 {'?.}; O, 511; 11. 495,
aequum - 12, '^1 {'A); Icl. 5. 4.
aequius - 11. 115.
avidus - I'A, P,-)0.
bonus - Eel, 5. p. ['^)
,
certus - .S. r,86; 4. 564; 9. 153; Eel. 10. 5;^.
dignus - 6. 17;^; Eel. 5. 54, 89.
felicior - 9. 77:6 (1-^).
indignum - 10. 74, 75.
insuctus - 10. 364,
maior - 6, /lo.

mi serum - 1 045,
nescius - in. r)0 2; IX, :,x7,
necesse - 4. 01 61 n. 514; 7/.«.
nefcndum- in, S4,
pcratus- 5, inH; 12, 7,'^; Fcl. 7.5.
per - - - 12. .545 (2) .
p rc est e^nt io r - f>, l^o (2),
prior - - 10. 485,
peritus - Kcl . 10, ;^2,
pctio - - :5, 071; 9. 795; 11. 14R,
qurle - - Fcl. 5, 47,
satis - - 2. 103; 05;^; 5. 785, 7S0; 6, 487; 9. 140(2),
054; Eel, 4, 54; 6. 24; 7, .'54; 10. 70.
SGtius - 10. 5>; Eel, 2. 15.
suetus - 541, 542; 5, 40 3 (2),
tan turn - - Kcl. 10, 40,
verius - - I2. r>>r) (.2).
With some noun - 1. 3.-^>; 000; ). 770; Eel. 3, 108.
TIIE INriT\iITIVE ^'flTH VERBS
ST/.Tl'^TvIElNlT
Thf: greet majority of infinitives tliat are used depend on a
verb. In dealing with this class I have seen fit not to use the
cetq)l ementary infinitive. It has always seemed t^ me that we call
that tiie complementary infinitive which i? left over after \fe. have
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disposed of all ethers. Having otarted out to see on v/hat classes
of words the infinitive depends, it is onl y nature! that I cm con-
cerned with the classes of verbs v/ith which it is found. The verbs
mcy be classed as follows if one bears in mind thot these terms
are used in a very general way. 1. Verbs of Knov/ing, Verbs
of '"illing, r-^. Verbs of Fitness. 4. Verbs of Description.
These will now be studied in the order named. It is my purpose t'^
give, 1. The Gub-clcsses under each. 9,, Discuss each sub-clcss,
3, Follow each sub.- class with its references.
THI'- VERBS 0? KNOWING
Under verbs of knowing wp hcve the fdlowin'^ classes: 1,
T hinking, 2, Seeing. 3. Knowing, 4. Saying. These with
their various divisions are now before us,
THINKING
Verbs of thinking have these two cl esses: 1. Thinking,
Believing, The i/io st common vferb of thinking tl.et takes the infini-^
tive is "puto". This may have the sub ject- accusative as in 2. 43-
44.
Aut ulla putatis
dona carere delis Danaum ?
But the subject is ndt' essential as may be seen from 0, 454,
/.ut videt aut vidisse putat per nubile lunam.
"Reor" is common for s verb of thinking. It too, may be fol-
1 owed by the infinitive with *-he sub ject- accusj tive or it may be
w ithout it. When the subject is net expressed there is no diffi-

Icult^ in knowing v/htt it woul.-] tc if it. were expressed. This ccji
be well seen in P., ?,5,
j
N^' s abiissc rati et vento petissc Mycenas,
The connection with ti e preceding at r-nce tells us who is meant.
For an exanple of the subjectaccusative turn to 4, 45 - 46,
Di s equideifi ansi^icibnc reo r et lunonc secunda
hunc cursum Iliccas vento tenuisse carinas.
That is a verb of Miinking which su^^gests sotaething tc one's
aiind even iC it docs not ordinarily have thrt ineajiing. Such is the
verb "succurro" in ^i, '617,
ul ch rumqu e jcnori succurrit in rrmis.
i! The coxrurtDn rncfinin^^ of this verb is "to run to the aid of, or a
thought thr.t borders on that, but here it falls under thinking,
I
Only here does it take the infinitive.
The verbs under tnis class arc as follows :
dignor - 4. 10, 766 ( '^J , HCO- F.cl. <^.l.
' ixiedito r - 1. 07;^ ( a)
.
puto - - 44; 5. '}(\ 6^; ^. 4^4; 7. 704, 70 5; ^, 4'^,; 10.
^>r-!7; 11. 086.
reor - - X. '^.n ( ; 4. 40; o. '^4; O. 090; 7, [570, «7'^.; 9, 2n6;
j
11. 712.
succurro - v'.. 317.
"rnder verbs r^ f thinking I have else a second class. This
class is made to accomijD date "credo" which is a little stronger
than mere thinking. /s e rule one believes that rbou"- which he

hes been thirikincr and not thct i7pon which he hcs bestowed no
thou.ght. In all instgnces where this word is followed by the in-
finitive the su b ject- cccusetivc is e vi)resscd. Let one citation
suffice for this use. Book 1. i-^I ^ -yiK
Sen vivei'e credant
sive extreme p£ti nec icia excudirc vocttos.
It is found in these pieces :
1. J^iH, '-'l'.!; 43; 3.186; 4. 1 X, 34, ..00; ^, i 47, )1 , ^i9«; 7.353
1^. 457,.>47, fi47; 12, o )9; Eel.
SEEING
There rre sevcrcl verbs of seein.^ that ere followed by the
infinitive in Vc-r^ril, nf these the irr st coinrnon by far is "video"
/nd it this point let me svy tr.et the three verbs thct ^rke the
infinitive most often are, "video, iubeo, possum". Considering
the character of his writings and the meaning of these words this
need not seem strrnge.
Verbs of seeing rre ver.y often followed by the present parti
ciple instead of the infinitive. Wi+h the pcrticiiale the e-ction
is eia[Jh£Sized as going on. Vith tlic infinitiv- ^he continuance
is not SO' prominent. /n cxetqile of the pcrticiiile is found in
1 r.:^H,
Vidi oculos rnte ipse meo s me voce v':cantem
Murranum,
But I nr-tice thot this is l1 so f':llowed by rm infinitive so that
this is not the best illustration. Let u u go t^ 10,f37«-573 where

no infinitive follows.
/tqiie llli Ir^nge gradientem ef dirr. frcmcntem
ut videre.
rjoinetimes the verV; is in the cctive voice es in 347.
Qnos ubi confertos cjjdere in proelir vidi.
Or we m&y hcV( the verb in the pcssive oersmci cs in x. 279- '-^/sO.
71 1 ro fl ens ip se videb'' r
coiQi)ellcre virum ot maesta expx'omere voces,
/gain we luvc th( verb followed b;y € direct object end also ta> thr
infinitive. r>ee s. 10 7 - in R,
TJt eel sa videre rotes etque inter opacum
fjdl cbi nemus c. t tecitis ineuinbere reinis.
The best manuscripts hcve "tecitos" insteed rf "tecitis" but most
editors think thct this must be c gloss. "Retes cm no-*- be the
su.bjec"^ of "incumbere". Thei^efore ^iie subj-ict mus"- be understood.
/not her verb of seeing is "sentio". Its first use is in 1.
1V4 li^n waen '•"iu: infinitiv Collows.
Intci-ec me 5?no iiiisccri murmure pontem
eioisssm hiemem sensit Neptunus et imis
stepne refuse vrdis.
I h£ve teken thispesscge not only beceuse of trie infinitive bu*-
rlso to cill attention +o the participle which mey et times be en
infinitive without "(;sse". In this ccse it seems best to me
to consider them rs in I'j ni tives, Eech pessege must be settled on
its own merits. There can be no fixci rule by which we cell them
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one or the other. I dc not find editors agreeing on this point.
In some ccses I hcvf seen one cell speciel attention to the feet
thet the p r rticipl f; is 'o be considered es en infinitive, while
enother seid thet it is onl v c participle, 1 hcve erred prob£3bly
r£;ther in meking too few of them infinitives then in mrking too
men> so.
But there is cno ther pass&ge tlif.t he.v, th infinitive with
this verb thet deserves notice. Book y, :^77,
Sensit medio s del&psus in hostis.
Here we hcve the infinitive "del ep bus (esse) " wi'-h the perticiple
in the nominative case. The. construction is very common in Greek
but uncommon inl<e'in. There seems to be nc good recson for tak-
in.g this es e participle end so use "scnsit" absolutely. Horace 1
also hes two cases in which he cttractB tlie ecctjsative to the
nominative cfse. '^hc fi st is found in nd. J-!'/, 7.'5,
TJxor invicti Icvis esse: nescis .
'"he o^hfir is in Fp. 1. 7,
Vir bonus et sapiens dignis ait esse prratus.
The following is r list of the verbs of seeing.
cerno - x. 6 )r>; 4. 47; 5. '/n, '^7; fS. RJ^^O; 7. n 70;
r>. X4.5; 10. 4'^-X; 11. 70
invenio - 7 )n.
perscntio - 4, )0, .>1
,
pros?3icio - 4. 4n'> r>. 386 {y.l; 33, 34; 1«. 5:^r) ( x)
.
res[)icio - f\ nnr,; 10. •^'>s

sentio - 1. 1 i^4, 12.% ly.G; X. 377; d. 807; ). :5o4; 10. fJ^.'i;
video - 1. 1X8^ 12 \ 3'>n (2), n09; '^.71 (^). , ( '^,) , 347,
np,4, BXO', r>H3, f584 (2), V.-^g, 731; ;6. 1, 10 , '.n
,
^i',, 1.^
,
153
173, «n5, ao^'. C2)., d18; . 411, 4ir,, 454, 4 55, 400, 403 i'A),
400, 408^ f?,), 4 70, 490, 4')1, 557, 500, .SO 7 (v)', 580, 587; 5. ^^.:<1,
01« (x), 03V, 7X3; 0. 41 ~>, 453, ^no; 7. 7.-^^ 74^ 7ii ( '^J ^ 77 (x),
101 (X), v^O (3), 37/,, 4^0, 407; 3X, 35{x), ln^ (x), 3<U^
525, 5X0, 5X) (x), f^77 ( X) , 708 { x) ; ). X.n, HI, 14 5, l'.>5, 1)0,
318, 352, 353, 550; 10. 14^, 30 5, 4 55, 05X; 11, 140, 179, 34;">,350,
3 53, 395, ( X); IX. X (X), 3, 1^7, 14 ), 222, 2X3, ^-08, 543 ( X) , 0,40
(21, 811, 83'->, 0»in, -^sn; , cl. 1. 70; 3. 11, 18; 0. X8 ( X) ; 8. 97
(2),, 98, 90; 9, 35, :^0; 10. 59,
KUOVflWG
The third clo-ss of knowing verts is the verbs of knowing.
There are the fcllowin - cl esses, 1. Hearing. 2, Remembering,
3. Knowing. 4, Igno rent of.
Clcss one clweys ejqiresses the subject of the infinitive as
in 0. 791,
Hie vir, hie est, tibi quern p roLiitti sf;e[)iu.s eudis.
Of this clcss there ere only two words end these with the referen-
ces ere here given,
cccipio - 7. 47,
audio - - 1. 19, 2X (X); iV\y>; 0. 7 '!.

.•^9
Only tv/o verbs coiiie und^r words of remembering, nf these the
chief one is "meuuni". It mcy be fcllov.-ed by the infinitive wi + h
' or without the sub ject- eccusotive. r the infinitive clcuse msy
,
be coordinate with the direct object. Here are three selectirns
thot illiTStrcte these three uses in the order named. In 1, 619
we have,
/tqi.ie equidem Teucrum momini Si dona venire,
! Boo k H, 8ol sa y s,
i
Tu regerc iiq-) erio populos, Romcne, memento te,
Eel. 7. Cr) reods,
I
Hrec mcmini, et victum frustro contendere Thyrsim,
These words are as follows,
memini - 1. f>l':); y, o49; n. 851; 7. 126, IJ^//, HO 6; 8. 159;
Fcl. 1. 17; 7. 6); 8. 88; ). ov.
It
re{)e1-o - 3. I'M,
The third clcss of knowing verbs includes those that mean to
know and learn. There is a •endency among them to take the mean-
in.g of know hov/ or learn how, 'Vhcn this ineanin/? attaches itself
there can bo nc' onbject to the infinitive. "Disco" in addition to
the infinitive ma.V el so teke a noMn in the same connection. With
en infintive clcuse it is found in 1, 630,
Kon iqnara mal i miseris succurrere disco.
But in G, 620 there is also a noun,
Discite iustitiam moniti et non temnere divos.
These four verbs are cll that belong to +his class.
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agnc SCO - 181,
disco - l.nr50; o. r,. n'^/); EcI. 4. 4P.; 10. r,l.
no SCO - 8, 7>in^ ;^17 (i^,)
.
SCio - -1. 0:6 (Ji); 5. l;5^, 131; 10. i j;;, 795^
The last division is found onl.y in one word end the v/o rd is
found with the infinitive only in 4. )n - q?,
Kcc me edeo fell it veritem te moenic nostra
suq-)ect&s hc.buisse domo s Ccrthaginis cl tae,
G/YING
The verbs of saying form a larger class than the other verbs
of this division both as to number of verbs followed by the in-
finitive and the number of passages in v/hich it is fr'und. There
are five classes. 1. Gilijjie Assertion, Strong /ssertion.
3. "'romise, 4, Carrying Reports, o. Verb Omitted,
By siifpl e assertion T mean that class of verbs that tell us
something without laying £j)ecial stress uijon whet is said. They
tell us the cold fret and do not eL^ihasizethe statement nor do
they suggest that the news was brought by messenger. An illustra-
tion of this clcss is fcund in ^, 110 - 120,
Dici te 1 ecto 5
"
Dfrdaniae venisse duces socia arma rogcntis.
The verbs of siripl e assertion are as follows:
aio - 4. fi')"8, 'y?i9,
dice - 4. t-Tiv 7, 410; 8. 1?,, 1»; 5)0, 5)1, :J>92; 10. 567.
loqnor - 1. 7 31: Fcl. 5. J^7: 0. 70. 77.
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ncrro - 9, 7^ 'A,
Some, verbs rssert, and the> make their statements very stronf^.
One of these is "crno It carries with it tiie idea of saying
soinething prophetic. It is v.-eJl used with the statements of a
prophet as in 2, 176 - 177,
Exten^jlo tei^j ten ia fuga canit aequo ra Cslchcs
nec i)osse irgnlicis cxcindi crgarna tclis,
irhder this cl r ss belon^rs also sich a word as"fe,tcor". It fur-
nishes a statement in the form of an r.cknowl edgemcnt, Koticc its
regular use as found in 3, (Da - 60 .'S.
Hcio me Daiiais e classibus i-nmn,
et bello Iliacos foteor petiisse '^enates.
/s another of these verbs look at "tester". It has the idea
of invoking or qipealin-^ to in a solemn way. This word Dido uses
in 4, 4:-)'A - A J5 when i)l annig her death.
Tester, cara, deo s et te, germana, tuuinnuc
dr.Tlce c<^ut, mcgicas invitam accingier artis.
But let m(. give the list of this class of verbs as they are
found in Vergil,
arguo - 11, 3)2.
Cf.no - 2. 176, 177; 6, 345, ;-546; 7. 7'.^, «a, 27^, «71; 8. ;^40,
i>3'l,
.")36, 656,
cl amo - 2, :'^32 (2).
fateor - 3. 603; 7, 433; S. 471; 11. 344; 12. .'>6« (2), 7->4.
iuro - 4. 42o; 6. 352,

- ———
^1
mentior - J-;. 540.
mini tor - I'?.. '7(V^,
/a,
mine r -^655 (8),
j
monstro - 9, 44.
nef^o - V>. i-:01, 202; 4. r5;6r), 428; Eel. ^6. 24.
tester - 2. 4:5.3, 4:54; 4. 49;5; 11. 220
,
221; l2. 581,
vocifero - 7. 3^0, :5)1. i!
Vergil u^ses oril.v two wox^ds tiict incc^n to :)rom:ice. These I prss
b> by quoting in cxf:.'rr|ole of efch. In 9, ."^oi - .S02 we hf;ve this,
I
Qut-c +ibi polliceor rtduci rebosone sccundis,
j
ho-cc eedcm mrti'ique tue.e generique mcnebunt, '
/nd in 4. 487 - 489 we find,
^
Haoc se Cc-rminibus promittit solvere mentes
\
QU£.e velit, sx^ eliis durts ii/imittere cures,
sistere rqucrri fliwiis et vertere siderc. retro.
The two words ere, '
polliceor - 1. 2;5S; 9. .SOI.
j
p romitto 4. 229, ^87, ^^^8, 489 (2),
Some verbs hcive essumed the idea of saying not beccuse it wcr
Zi thought contained in their early use but because they had some-
thing to do v/ith the spreading of news. Of this class i-v^ "fero"
f.nd its coirpounds rnd "reporto". They hcve assumed very Irrs^ely
the meajiing of saying, but because of their development i^ seems
best to class them by themselves. I pass them with a single quo-
te ticn found in 2, 229 - ''-m. It
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i
Ft scflus expedisse mercntem
Locccontcj ferunt,
Vergil like ell other writers rt times hcs an indirect stc^e
merit thet depends on v v/ord thct is not expressed directly. Tiie ^
thought runs clonp, end ever^-thing is in shape for the strtfment. ij
Then he mrkes it. There is no trouble in seeing thrt it .is such
!^tetemerit. I find c pc-ssege of this sort in 1. 44.'5 - 445,
I
Ouod regie luno
monstrat, ccput acris equi: sic nam fore bello
egregiarn et fceil em victu per seecule gentem.
But in y,, 1S9 - 194 ninon begins Orctio Obliqua without any
i!
warning. }Ie has been telling wlict Crluhrs had ordered ajid from
that passes on to whet he said. Gtill, this is often the case.
Ordering and saying are very closely related. In this connrction
note also l similar use in 7, InO - 151.
Diversi explorant: haec fontis strgna Numici,
hunc Thybrim fluvium, hie fonti habitare Latinos.
::ere some have gone to investigate ajid what they tell us on their
return is begun with the assurnption thrt we ere looking for the
report.
Or look at these lines from 7, r.78 - 579.
I
Terrorem ingeminant: Teucros in regne vocari,
stirpem admisceri ^hrvgirm, se limine pelli,
-:j
'There hes been fear and now the feer increases. There is no time
to waste with words tiiat can be dispensed with.
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The verbs of carrying rcpor-ts the t take the infinitive ore
found in the follov/inp plrces,
defcro - 4. H99 <'^J.
fero - 1. in; v.. '^.'^9; 3, 416; 5. 590; H, '^^,84; 504; 7. 02,
63, 734,768, 769; 9. 155; 10. 193;
p erferr - 5, 665,
reporto - 7. 168.
In the list thct follows I give the pcsscges in which v/e h<ve
no word to introduce the indirect statement,
1.444; 2. 191, 194 {2); 4. 191, 193, !^.93; 7. 151, 470, 578,
579 (2); 9. 232; 10. 77, 78 (2), 79|2), 80 (2), 512; 11, 227, 229,
230 (2), S98^2), 899, 900 (2).
Having gone over the first general class of verbs that depend
cn mother verb I now ready to tcke up the second class which
I call the
VI'IRBS OF V'lLLING.
This is V very large class and includes all words that deal
with willing eni unwilling, even to that which one tries to accom-
plish with special effort. But it may be clearer tc state the
general divisions that come under this class and leave the dis-
cussion of each until they are taken up in order. There are these
^ree classes. 1. Filling and Unwilling, ^.Urging and ConpGlling.
3. Emotion, Let us now turn to them.
WILLING /.ND UOTILLING
This class has the following subdivisions. 1. Unwilling.
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! 2. Willing. 3, Desire, 4, Detormin&t.ion, 5, Effort. I nov/
tcke these up in the order ncmed.
The degree of unv/illingness moy vcr}^ from c mere hesitency to
en c;:b8olutft refusel. The sti'ong' st and most corrimon of ti.ese is
"recuso". It is regularly followed by the infinitive without c
subject cs in 2, 607.
I^leu praeceptis parcere recusa.
Only once do we find the infinitive with a noun end then it is in
the predicate nominative. This is in 2. 704.
Ccdo equidem nec, nate, tibi comes ire recuse.
The verb here hos tlie ssjne force as a strong use of "nolo", so ^^e
naturally expect to find this ccse rfter it since the subject of
the finite verb is the seme as the predicate noun.
The verbs of this class and the places where each is found
follov/.
abnego - 2. n37, <'^."«.
abnuo - 10 -H.
caveo - Kcl. 9. 25.
dubito - 6. KOG; 7, 311; 8. 614.
fugio - 9. 199.
moror - ll.r'S64; Eel. 8. 10C>.
musso - 11, 345.
recuso - X. 127 (2); 607, 704; 10. 297; 11. 437.
The second part of this class is much larger. These verbs
of willing range from a mere assent to a mild wish. It may siir5Dl>
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be suggested that one has the heart to wish for bo. .ething. It is
well to rote how these verbs grow gradually from one class to the
other. No fast lines separate them. Let us study e fev/ of them.
Look rt "audeo" in 9. 690.
Ft manum ct procurrere longius audent.
Some of these verbs may denote c- mere concern in something
without menifesting any lively interest, Guch is the case in3.
4.i0 - 4r)l.
Numquem deinde cavo vol ant ia prendere saxo
nec revocore situs cut iungere carmine curct.
Under this clcss belongs the word "do", Gome are inclined to
call the infinitive after this word the infinitive of purpose but
that does not seem to be its force. Usually it is classed as the
cori^Jlementary infinitive. Often the infinitive clause is best
taken as the direct object as in 1, Go - Go,
/eole, nemque tibi divom pater c^tque hominum rex
et mulcere dedit fluctus et toll ere vento,
ut there is aZl so cnother use of it thrt is illustrated in 1. '^l ^
Ventrix dederatoue comem diffundere ventis.
Here comein is the direct object of the finite verb, "ventis" is
cne of the Indirect objects end Hie infinitive is the other. ^r,
one moy say, thct here is r case of two datives one of which is
rn infinitive instead of the regular noun thrt is found in such
constructions. This i)oints to the original use of the infinitivf
as the dative of purpose. /gain this infinitive may be fn infini-
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tive used for the subjunctive. / similcr construction is
to be seen in 5. n71 - ^iT^.,
Cuem ccndide Dido
esse sui dcderat monumentinn pignus omoris.
"thers may prefer to say that it is better to think of most of the
infinitives of this clcss as being equal to the gerund r gerundive
The passive of this verb is often followed by the infinitive, l-'or
r;n illustration turn to 6. 688 - 089.
Dctui' ore tueri,
nrte, tua et nrtas audire et reddere voces ?
"Sine" is followed by the infinitive only when the finite
verb is fctive, I give only the passage in 11. i50ri as an exemr
ple,
Me sine prima mr-nu teiiifitare pericula belli.
But the wor d of this clrss thrt is followed by the infini-
tiv e most often is "volo" V'hen the subject of it is the seme ns
cs that of the infinitive the latter rlwcys omits the subject,
'^he example from fe*.. 800 will snow this use.
In quasque velim pelago deducere terras.
If
,
however, there is a change of subjects then both are written
cs in f)41.
Me si caelicolae voluissent ducere vitam.
The verbs of this class with the places where each is found will
be given here.
adnuo - 11.19,J:>0,

endeo - 1. 134 («), 451, 452, 49:5; 9.. 168, 708; 4. 9M'6; 5. 7,70 l|
(2), 387>, 499; 6. 15; 7. 300 (2); 8. :5'^4, 050; 0, 42 (2), 400,
690 ( 2), 802; 10. 389; 11. 8<:^8 (2), 883, 885; 12. 350, 301; Eel. 3.
32.
I
euro - 3.450, 451 (2); 518,
coneedo - 3. 700.
do- 1. 00^2), 79, 319, 554, 408, 409 (2), 521, 522; 3. 7,77;
I
5. 247, 248, 307,538, s72; 089; 0. 07,140, 328, 688, 089,097; 7.
1 45, 313, 359; 9.115; 173, 302; 10. 01, 235 (2); 11. 789, 794,
I
797; 12. 97, 98, 99, 211.
j
dono - 5, 262; 10. 701 (2).
fido - 5. 9.
patior - 1. 043; 4. 340, 341; 5. 401, 402; 7. 421, 422; 8.
577; 9. 795; 10. 430, 8 47, 904; IS. 480.
|
permitto - 9, 240; 11, 503, 504; Eel. 1. 9, 10.
perpetior - 12. 043.
Sino - 5, 390; G.869; 7. 208; 9. 90, 291; 40 »; 10. 25, 432,
700; 11. 505, 701; IS. 20, 49, 148, 080; Fcl. 8. .12.
i|
volo - 1. 572, 025, 029, 732 (2); 2. 041, 052, 053, 791, "OO;
4. 10, 111; 5.60, 230, 291, 485, 534, 709 (2); 0. 80, 437, 751,
,1
R18; V.238, 557; 8. 127, 128, 378; 9,212; 10. 009; 11.111, 153,
304, 528, 529; 1?>. 571, 035, 774, 775, 909; Eel. 7. 19.
Verbs cf desire differ from the preceding only in this Uirt
the desire has become stronger. They rrmge from mild to strong
wish. l^our w rds each a little stronger than the one before it

wil shcvr the field that these words cover. The mildest is found
in 4. 112.
MisccY'ive probet populos cut foedcra iunf^i,
r there nioy be a word thct expresses iriope as in 5, 18
Koc sperem Italia m contingere caelo,
/gain there may be preference as in 4, 108,
Aut tecum malit contendere belle ?
And lastly some of these verbs express a stron.-? desire as in 2.
108 - 109,
Saepe fugom Danai Troia cupiere relicta
moliri et longo fessi discedere bello.
NotiD e in the list of verbs belonging to this class that none of
them occur often,
rrdeo - 1. 580, 514; '?., 10 5, 315 (2); 4. 2.S1 (2,); 8. ir>4 (2);
11, 895. j
I
CI) I
CUpio - 2, in 9 393, 394; 5. 810; 6. VI n (2), 717;
I
Eel. 3. 65; G. 6, 7.
j
foveo - 1. 17.
j
instauro - 451, 452 (2),
|
10.
\molo - 4. 10 8. 43. 12. 396, 397; Eel,^53 (2), ij
opto - 2, 035; 4, 158, 159; 5, 29; 6. 501; 10, 403, -04;
12, 893 (2), !!
probO - 4, 112 (2); 12, 814,
-|
qurero - 4. 631; 6, 614; 7. 449; 9 , 50 7; 11. 181.
spero - 1. 543; 2. 657; 4. 292; 337, 383, . 384; 5. 18; 6. 526,

b27; 9. 158; 9. 561.
Only foui' verbs fall under the class of determining. The
;
small number may be accounted for by this that I have put certain
verbs elsewhere that others would put here. The list is as given
below. These verbs are closely related to verbs of ordering. Let
this one exoinple suffice. It is from 078 - 670.
Stat casus renovare omnis omnemque reverti
I)er Troirm et rursus ccrput abiectare periclis.
constituo - 1, r506, 307, ;50 9 {'^);
decerno - 4, 47:").
instituo - 6. 143; Kcl. 5. :',9, "O, 31.
Sto - 750 («), 751; 1?,, 67M, 679.
When willingness has passed through the stages of desire and
determination it results in the puttting forth of an effort. The
fifth and last class of verbs coming under this head are the
verbs of effort.
^1 these verbs will include motion for that is an essential
I
part of effort. The infinitive after many of these verbs is com-
monly called complementary. They may denote pure purpose as in 1.
527 - 5 '^,8.
I
Non nos aut ferro Libycos populare penates
I
venimus aut raptas rd litora vertere praedas.
Nowhere else does Vergil follow this verb with the infinitive,
j
i
Sometimes they denote an atteir?)t to do something as in 2, 79V'..
Tor conatus ibi collo drre brrcchic circum.
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Under this list, list belongs "propcro". This verb seems to
take the puii:)0SG infinitive, /.t least, Latin students will invar-
iably tell :you that purpose is is its force when they first come
to it and they will ta>.e it cs an exanple for purpose expression
when they are told to write one. This infinitive does not hold
the relation of object as mcny do. Most certainly it is purpose
that the Roman meant vihen he follov/ed it by the infinitive. In
prose it el so tckes the same construction, Tcke tiie pcssage in 1.
745 - 740 ajid see how it is purpose fully as much as with "venio ".
Quid tan turn Occono properent sc tinguere solos
hiberni,
"Certo " is follov/ed by the infinitive in a number of instan-
ces. Viewed in one v/cy the infinitive seems to be a sort of object
but viewed in another \ivy it seems to express purpose. Take the
following from 5. 194,
Non irm prima peto Llnesthus neque vincere certo,
Mnesthus is struggling hard. What for ? To secure the victory.
In such a sentence I prefer the interpretation that sees the pur-
pose.
But the verb that is found most frequently in this class is
"paro". Look at 1, 677 - 678 as a representative line for its use
and then see what the thought of such an infinitive is,
Regius accitu cari genitoris ad urbem
Sidoniam puer ire parat.
This is pure porpose to my mind. Lut to see more of this word let

us turn to 4. 117 - 118.
Vena turn /.eneas unoque miserrima Di(]o
in nemus ire parant.
The supine denotes purpose. But I see no more purpose in "going
to hunt" than in "joreparing to go". Because of the siinilarity of
these expressions I coll both of them purpose.
The long list of words that follow will shov/ how common are
these words of effort,
addo - 8. 637.
edgredior - x. 105; 6, 5S'6, n84.
odorior - 0, :597.
,&pparo - r), 140; iO, 453; 11, 116 (8),
certo - K 64; 4. 443; 5. 5. 194; 6. 178 (P.); 9, 5l9, ;i32,
Conor - 79^^.; 3, 'M; 4, 688; 6. 3X, 700; 10. 88; 11.585,
84*.^..
contendo - 1, 158.
experior - Eel, 8, 67,
533, '534; 558 (?,); 10, 130, 131; r'.cl. 5, 9,
f&cio - P,. :)38; 4, 540; 8. ^3?,^ Pj
,
634 {i^J, 710.
msequor- - 3, 31, 3«,
insto - 1. ^: P.3, 4i>4 (8); 6H8; 10. 119 ( Jri)
.
luctor - 1^., 388,
pero - 1, 179 (Pj, 678; 447; 3. '^.48, 249, 382; 4. 118, ^38,
391; 6. 369; 7, r,04, 60 5, 606 (2), (V^A; 8,400, 476; 9, 81, :>!4S,
506 (. 2); 10, 555, 770; 11, :^8, 50 9, o49; 1^. H44; Eel. 2. 72;

f)3
'6. 94.
pergc - 0. 198; IV,. o86,
proxoerc
-^745; 4. ."SlO, '"35; 7, nV, :-'.04 (2).
tendo - X. 25^.0; n. 155; 10. ;')r)4,
teirpto - 1. V'^,1; IH. 1^4.
VGnio - 1. r-H?, 528.
TTRGING MD C^LPELLING
b
The second division under ver^s of v/illin-o; i?, th&t closs of
verbs thc.t carries with it the idet of urging. Of course that is
us in£^ the word in a brord sense. This class includes the follow-
ing: pcrts, 1. /.dvising, 2, Entreating. 3. Ordering, 4, Forc-
ing.
Onl> four verbs fell under this head. In making use of them
the author suggests in a mild wc;y thrt which he wishes done. Some-
times these verbs merely tell the facts end tiict is sufficient to
to produce the desired result. It is in this sense that we hcve
6. 292 - 29 ,'3.
Et ni d'cta comes tenuis sine corpore vitas
cdmone&t volitere ctvo cub imagine formre.
/gain some of these verbs have the ider of teaching and informing.
/t this point they come very close to verbs of saying. Notice the
use of "doceo" in 5, 598,
Ft docui^- ?riscos celebrcrc Latinos.
This division cd so includes the following which is strong cdvis-
ing. Book - ^7,,

PrimuGquC: Thymoctis
duci intra muros hortatur et arce Iccari.
The verbs of this class are as follows,
admonco- 6, S9:6; 9, 109; 11,
moneo - 10. 439; 11. 48; Eel. 9, 14.
doceo - 4. 434; 5, 598; Eel. 1. 5; 8. 48.
edoeco - «. 10, 11, 12 (2), 13, 14.
hortor - 33 (2), 74; 3. 134 (2), 144 (2), 608, 009; 10.
n8, 6), 70, 71.
Following close after the above clacs comes cnother thct is
used when one puts his advice in the form of an entreaty. This
class has four words, '^v;o Gxrinplcs will be sufficient to show
their force. Book 4. 77 - 78 says,
Iliacosque iterum demens rudire Irbores
expo sci t
,
This illustrates z strong entreaty bordering on c demand. Rut it
is well chosen for the queen is not wholly acconntcblo for her ac-
tions. / milder form is seen in 1, 357,
Turn celerare fugcm patriaquc excedere suadet.
These worciS are found in these passages.
expo SCO 4. 77; 9, 192, 193,
oro - 2, 143, 144; n. 303; 9. 231; Eel. 2. 43.
pcto - V. 90; Kcl. 1. 37.
suadeo - 1. 357 (2); 3. 304 (2); 10. 10 (2), 306; H . '^53;
12. ^13; Eel. 1. 55,
Six verbs yneaninfr t.n order are followed bv the infinitive.

Of tiiese "Jubec" is the onl > cne tnct is iJiuch in iise, Ivcn Ver-
gil follows tnis word two times v/ith ti.e subjunctive. This is so
unexpected that I ^ive both of the possc.ges. The one is in Eel. 5,
15.
Tu dcinde iubeto ut certrt /jnyntas,
.
The othei- is in 10. 1)3 - :)4,
Magna dicione iubeto
Karthago premat /usoniaiii.
In early Latin this was ccmincn but not so in Vergil's time. The
regular construction rfter this verb is seen in 1. n77,
}:t Librae lustrare extrema iubebo.
n the pcssive this verb is used personclly as seen in 1. 708.
Toris iussi discumbere pictis,
" 1^5)0 no " is found v/ith +1:0 infinitive only once and then i+ is
used irjrii ersonall y. This ir, in 8, '^09 - 410.
Cui tolcrare cole vitcm tf-nuiquc Minerva
impo si ' urn,
"Veto" tckes the infinitive an.' never tiie subjunctive. It is
not found in the passive. It is met with first in 1. 541.
Bcllt ci cnt" p rimaqiie vetant consistere terra.
These words and the places where tney are found are given in
the following,
edico - o. y<'6o; 11, 40:5,
icfpero - '6, 465; 7. inS; ( ; 11. 5Q.
inpono - •

iUbeo - 1. 577, e;47^ 70 8; V;. ;5, .S7 (^.), ;58 (v.), 14n, I80, 186;
^5. 9, 88, 101, 14^5 (V>), 16'ri^ y.Gl, v'<7 ( , ( ir>)
,
:^^.;5, 47H; 4.
||
270, .'546, o46; 5. 15, 359, ;58n, 386, 4 96, 551, 757, 775r'., 8P,9 (
,
8;54, -'^^ («); 6, ^-O, 63'^.; 7. 154, 155 { , '^,76, 42«, -;29 ( x) , , 468,
469 (2), 616, 617; 8.175, 498, 647; 0.102, ' 33; 10. 179, 221 (2),
241, ^<58; 11. 79, ^^4 (2), 218, 24^,.'52, 353; 153.112 (2), 189, 584
(2), 823, ^24 (2), 825, 854; Kcl.-. 32 (2), 33; 6. 83,85 (2).
molldo - Fcl
, 5. 41
.
veto - 1.541; 3. 380; 8.111.399 (2); 12. '^06; Lcl , 10. :)7.
There re eight verts that carry < mecning stronger than coirr
mandinr-. They reach en end by forcing it, l-'our of these are
"ago" with its conpounds and a fifth is a strengthened form of it.
But none of thein occur any great number cf times so that the con-
struction does not seem to have been common. These verbs art very
seldom found in the passive when follov/cd by the infinitive.
The most common is "cogo". There is an instance of it in 1.
563 - 564.
Res dura et regni novitas me talia cogunt
moliri et late finis custodc tueri.
In 2. 55 there is another word that comes under this same
clas. The line runs,
Inpulerat ferio /rgolicas foedare latebras.
The verbs of this class are all positive except "prohibeo",
'''ith it the infinitive has the force of an ablctive of separation.
Look first at this word with an ablative. Book 1. 540.
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I
Hospitic prohibemur herenae; I
This will show more clearly the ablative force of the infinitive.
In 5, 0.51 we hove,
Quis prohibct muros iacore ct dare civibus urbem.
The following gives eech of the verbs ^f this class and tells
I
where they occur, i
Odigo - 0. 096; 7. 11'^., IK, 115.
agito - 9. 1«6.
I
ago - - 3. 4; nR3 (2); 7. 239, 393.
CCgo - 1. r)f54 (2); 4.413, 414,; o. 782; O. 401; 7. 12r ; 10.
04 (2); 1'?.. 230; i'cl. 7, 7. I
impello - 1. 9, 10; 2. 55, 520.
prohibeo - 3. 380; 5. 031 (2); 0. f.06; 807.
stimulo - 4, f)75,
SubigO - 3, 257; 5. 795; 0. 507; 7. 2j 4; 8. 114.
This brings me to the third .rnd last class of verbs of will-
i ng. These are the verbs of emotion. This is a class of verbs
that Iry special stress on the feelings. These verbs are of the
f ollowing groups. 1. ^ leisure. . Horrow, 3. Pear. Some of
these ere followed by the infinitive of cause. Just why the Gram-
mars make no reference to the causal infinitive is not apparent.
But these can be noted c-s the quotations are given. None of the
?^ords of this class are found with the infinitive often.
Four verbs of pleasure are used by Vergil, In 2. 239 we havf,
Funemquc manu contingere gaudent.
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This hcs the force of on ablative but whether to cell it rn abla-
tive of specification, r,r cause is not quite clear.
There is a clear use of the causal infinitive in n, ,'69'/^-393,
Nec vero /Iciden me sum laetetus euntem
accepisse lacu nec Thesea "pirithoniimque.
/nd the f)assaffe in r)85 - oHG also brin/rs out fully the causal
idea,
Fxtinxisse nrfas taincn et sunpsisse merentis
1 audabo r po enas.
Verbs of pleasure followed by the infinitive arc f-ound in
the following passages,
gaudeo - I'P.. in-^.
lac tor - .'^03,
londo - .i^s ( •^.)
,
miror - R.
,
9;$,
'^he second class consists of verbs expressing sorrow. Inthis
division arc nine words. Notice thtt lonr of them ere impersonfl,
i'^rom the meaning of thGse verbs it is only natural that they should
express cause. This will come out more fully in reading several
lines.
Turning to 2, i'P. I find,
OurmquaiA animus meminisse horret luc^-uquc refugit.
In 7, 770 - 771 are these lines:
'^um pater oiiinipotens aliquem indignr.tus ab umbr-is
mortalem infeinis ad luminr surgere vitae.

But let me oi so turn tc +he imjicrsoncl verbs rnd see if t::ey h£ve
L causel ide&. In 4. ;s85 I rind,
Wee me meminisse pigebi^ Klissse.
Book 5, 196 says,
Extreme pudeft rediisse.
The perfect tense looks upon the act es already comiJleted. The
ireeson for the shame is because they returned last.
In 4, 451 we hcve,
Taedct cceli eonvexa tueri.
Eh this passage the causel idea is not very ^^rominent,
I now give a list of these words.
e rube SCO - Kcl. f^'.'^.,
fleo - - Fcl. ."5. 78.
horreo - v. 1 v; 11. n.'^6,
indignor - 7, 771; 12. 786.
mi sorer - 10, Vo ).
pigct - - 4. .^i-Sn; 7. yj'^?>,
P?:enitet - 1, .'^4'=<; T^cl. y, .'^4,
pudet 5. 196; 9. :.98^ 599; Ix. X^D.
taedet - - 4. 451; 5, ni7; in. 888, '^89.
Five verbs denoting ferx- are followed by the infinitive. "^f
these five one only takes the infinitive or cause. It will be suf-
ficient to quote a few lines to illustrate this class.
In 6. 61'6 the author says,
Nec veriti dominorum fill ere dextras.

Book says,
Di cuius iur<re timont ff.llere numen,
7he verbs belon.p'ing to this cir^ss c.i-e found in the ii&ssa^es
here given.
timeo -
tremesco - 12. 910,
trepido - \ 114,
stupeo - I-?,. 70'-) C^,); Eel. n. 37.
verecr - 6, r,ig,
VFJiBS OF FITNKGS
The third general clfxss of verbs thct take the infinitive
consists of such as describe something fit or proper. Of these
there arc three cl esses. Verbs tnat represent 1, /bility.
ropriety, Necessity, These are now tcken up in the order
n£3ined.
/BILITY
There are nine verbs that exi)ress power or ability that are
followed by the infinitive, "'erhaps it would be more correct to
say only eight fer one of them is "neque<5 which means a Ifck of
power. The Liost common of these wox'ds is "pofjsum". The crnstruc-
tion of the infinitive is easily understood b:y those who use the
English 1 rnguage for they have the infinitive tfter "can" also.
Let mc now turn to a study of some of these words. In 1. x;')l-
we have,
Quid meus /eneas nn te coLimittere tantum.

quid Trees r)otuere ?
But other woris ere not so cormnoniy followed by the infini-
tive. Dne of these is in 9. xnv - 208.
Si verc' caperr. Itclifin sceptrisque potiri
conti^erit victori ft pr&cdee diccre sortem.
In 7. ,sl2 v/e heve,
Flectere si nequeo superos, /cherrn+-£: movcbo.
"Gufficio" is found witl': the infinitive in n, -1 -2?-,
Nee no s obniti centre nec tcndere +cntuin
suf f icimus,
7/e often find "veleo" cs in 3. 41n,
'^en+ um ecvi lonf-inque Vclet iuuti ce vctustsf^..
In this connection I must cell attention to the use of "esse"
in the sense of "possible". This wrs ccmmcn enough in Greek. Vex-
gil has this use twice. The first pesscge is in 6, o )5 - o'm,
I^iec non et Tityon ,Terrec ouinip erenti s elumnum,
ccrncrc ere.t.
The second is in 8, 075 - 070.
In medio clessis aerates, /ctic belle,
cfmere eret.
It is stronge thet in these passe<^es it is the seme infinitive
that is used.
/ list of these words will now be xriven with the references
to each.
contigo - 1. 00; 0. lOR; ('^), : 0R.

02 I
evcleo - 7, 756. ;
nequeo - 1. 71:5 (2); 6. nn« ^51^; 7. R. xnf5, 9. v^R'^ I
J
497.
j
pOSSlim - 1. 39 , 40 , 97 , 98, X.-^l, ^4;^ R44, .VuS, 41:^ ( '^J
,
414 (2), 670, 682 (^^.); X, 70, 176, 187, J 88, 292, :^62, 6n7; ."^^8,
5?78, .'=^87, 4d5; 4. 19, 8i), 116, 2)6, ."^On, '^,06, 419, 420, 5560,
r,00,
6=01 (2), 602; 5. 669, 807 (2); 6. 79, 119, 1/.8 (2), 200, 239, 240,
527, 626, '527, 75S (2); 7. 29/;, 295, 308, 309,
v,3r5, 334, 335,337,
045; 8. 384, 401, 402, 412, 413, 604; 9. 195, 253, 321, 328, 421,
425, 426, 4-2, 51 , :.29, 560; 10. 34, 81, 82, -:3, 285, 280, f'l5,
m16, 779, 808; 11,201, 313, 317, 325, 702, 703; 12. 47, J 51, 177,
555. 627, 771, 775, 803, 804, 805 (2), 872, 874, 880, 881, )33,
I
Eel. 1. 79; 2. 24, 4. 27 (2); 6. 24; 7. 10; 8. 40; 9. 69; 10. r,4.
queo - 6. 4n,'5, 464; 10. 19.
|
i
suf f icic - ). 21 ( 2)
.
I
snin ^6; 8. 676. '
vaceo - 1. 373; 10. 625.
||
veleo - 3. 415; 4. 334; 5. 509; 6. 553; 7. 304; 806; 10.
50; 11. 327, 873 (2); 12. 782; 2. 4 92; I'cl. 9. 38. i
PRO'^RIETY i
II
Verbs of propriety are used onl.v impersonally. The most com-
mon in use ere "licet" and "iuvat". Tn presenting this class I
^ive three sentences tliat illustrate their use in Vergil.
In 1 . :351 - 552 we meet "jnvr^t" the first time. '
Ope Gsctaifl ventis lice-at si.;bducerc clcssem

et. silvis xptare trabcs c-t stringer^: remos.
"Licet"' is found first in 4. .'3.-58.
Oniane euxilio iuv&t onte lev£;tcs ?
•^rcest&t" is found with the- infinitive several times. I quote
from 1. 1'66,
Sed motos iireestat coriponere fluctus.
The verbs of this class are .^ivcn below,
convenit - ly, 1^4,
decet - n. 7.m; 10 H, '>13; 11. 117; I'P., 717, 799 [P.),
iuvft - 1. y.. v7, :>«n, 587, 77n; 7.. y.H'P,,
60G; 4. 407, 5:5R, -00; n. i:5n, 4^7, -^S f^; 7.
r^XR (2), 74' {'^)^, K
514, r,l;5, nio; 10. 55, Sn,; 11. DSO, 131,
1''^^.
libct - l;-'. 571; Fcl. K x9, 30; 3. 3^; in. ).
lice" - 1. 551, 55^:^ (X); 7, ;>54,4f>l; ^. 103, 104, ^51 («);
5, S3, 350, V'.)n, 797; H, /:0'.^,; 7. 315, M^*; R. 57 >; 9. 139; 10.14
[y), ^n, 47, 105, 316, 343; 11. 387; Eel. 1.4^, 41; H, R,9.
,jlf,cet - 2, 059; 11. 33'.^. (x); 1«. 503.
prosuia - ). 9X,
prcestrt - 1. 135; 3. 429, 430, 431; 0. 3H.
Nl.CEGSITY
Verbs of necessity rrr c small class. Hincc there are only
two of them and giving fciir lines w 11 put them before us I will
,n:ivc them in full and then I need not make a list of them.
These words are from 719 - 721.
i)rter, cnne aliquas rd caeluui hinc ire jiutandumst
sublimis anim^^s iterumque ad tarda revert
i

jcorpora ?
/nd Eel. n. J -5 sr.ys,
storern, Tit.yre, riingiiis
pDScerc oportet. ovis, dednctum dicere carmen,
VERBS OF DESCRPTION
The fourth arid last class of verbs that take the infinitive
is rn£:de up of words that somehow describe the action of the fol-
i:
j
3 ov/mg verb. This may to a certain degree be true of all verbs
that take the infinitive but of this class it is true to a greater
extent. The outline of this class will bring out clearly what I
n.een by these verbs , These verbs describe the action of the in-
finitive as, 1, Beginning, Ending, Customary,
BEGINNING.
Five v€rbs that mern to begin take the infinitive. This in-
finitive is i.isnrllv cl&ssed cs conpl ementary . /nd I mcy svy that
j
this is true of the entire class of verbs thct I have called de-
scriptive verbs. In turning to ^hese I tcke first th- words ^f
Fluctus u^i prir/c coepit cum cl be see re vento.
In 7r, we have,
Incipit fari medicqve in voce rcsis'it.
In l'^.r> he says.
Cum sic orsa loqui vates.
It will be noted thr.t these infinitives are in reality the
direct object of the verb on -. hich ti.ey depend, heaving these I

^5
^'ill giv6 the references to the pcssa^^es of this division,
|
coepi - n. >>nP, ('^), «r)V; 7. , IJ^.. ^4^; }:cl. 0. (:pJ, ^H;
incipio - 1. 7H^; 4. 70, inO; G.751; 1^. R7r>; Fcl. 4. 1«, 6n;
ll.
f5. V, 10,
i!
infit - 11. '^A'^.
1
ingredior - 11. 704,
\
i
I
ordior - n. 1^.^, 502.
|
In this clc-ss there are also five words. l?^here the preceding
cl^ss took an infinitive cfter verbs of taep;,innin5 this class is
cfter verbs of ending or putting i stoi) to something, /s before
I can not do better than give several passages to show how they
ere used, I turn first to 11. 137 - 139. ||
Nec cuneis et olentcm scindcre cedrurn
^
nec plaustris ceissant vectare gernentibus ornos.
|
In V?., 070 Vergil sovs,
Ic... iam fcta, sorer, superant; absistc rnorari.
jj
It the tomb of "'olydorus /eneas heai-d these words found in 3, 44,
Pferce pias seel ere manus,
jj
7he references to these verbs is cs fcllov/s. !
absisto - 3 '-); S, 40-4; 11. 40^> 1'^-. '"70.
^
cessc - -11. 137, 13^-, 401 {'^)
,
40^; Kcl . 1. n8
d( sine - 4. o('>0; 0, 370.
j
desisto - 12, an.
parCO - - 3. 42,
1
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CIJSTOrj/RY
I
Only two v/ords fall under this clcss. Of these "sdsiiesco"
is found but once. Still it is well to beor in mind th£;t I took
for (m adjective thet v/hich some may be inclined to call the per-
il
feet participle of this verb. "Solec" is found a number of times
but as the i^ses are all the same I will give only cne exaiUJlc, 1
In 2, 4r)l - 462 wc have,
Unde omnis Troia videri i
l|
et Dojiaum sclitae naves et /chaicf. CcStra,
'"his cless is fof^nd as follov/s. ||
adsuescc - s, fjis, 516,.
SOlco y, 30, 4 56, 4-61 , 5'-)l; 5. '670; 6. o, tr'6,; 7.17^>,
741, 754; ly., 76S, 7^9; Ecl.l. Hi, ^^-S; rV/; 6. 71; 10. 75.
i
]
With this list this study comes to a close. My investigation
has been so general that some special lines of study that promised
a fruitful field had to be passed by. Let me give a fev/ observa-
tions as a I
i
coNairsiON.
|
1, The old passive ending "ier" is found in only the follow-
I
ing passages: 4. 49:^; 7. 70; 4v?;->; >. :^31; 11.
2, The free use of the infinitive in poetry is due to the
following causes: (1). Greek influence. ( h) . Influence of ^ arly
Latin. C3), ""oetic freedom, '
I
3, The infinitive ic often found in clauses that express
cau se,
4, The infinitive is often found in sentences where it ex-
presses pure purpose,
5, In case the infinitive is not confined to the nominative
and accusative but may be in any case,
(f. The infinitive is freely used ^fter nouns and adjectives.
7, /lincst any verb may take en infinitive after it.
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